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Book stUdy

 □ Cover  □ Spine  □ Title Page  □ Copyright Page  □ Dedication Page

word stUdy (Before readinG)

Say each word after me.

what

snow

have

something

down

want

wear

now

Mother

Read each word.

Mother

something

what

down

now

have

wear

snow

want

read tHe story:  What Will Little Bear Wear? (pages 11-21)
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word stUdy (after readinG)

Read each sentence. 
What does each bold word mean? 

Write the word. (Challenge: Copy the entire sentence.)

1. Hurray! Now I will not be cold. 

 _____________________________  
 _____________________________

2. Here is my fur coat. 

 _____________________________  
 _____________________________

“Hurray!” is an expression of pleasure or approval. (Note the exclamation point.)

“Here” means “in this place.” (Contrast “here” to “there” which means “in that place.”)
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CompreHension

1. Write the numbers 1, 2, or 3 to show the order of items Mother Bear made.

2. Why did Little Bear want something to put on? (Answer orally. Then write the sentence below.) 

 _____________________________  

3. Fill in the blanks.  Hurray! Now _________          will not be  ___ _   .

________________________
   2      1       3
(When pointing to the images, use the words “snow pants,” “a hat,” and “a coat,” as in Little Bear. If needed, 
explain that this is a drawing of another type of snow hat, but it is still a hat. “Which did Little Bear’s mother 
make first?”)

Little Bear was cold.

Little Bear cold
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Composition

 □ Begin with a capital letter.
 □ Ask a complete question or tell a complete thought.
 □ End with a punctuation mark.

Copy the complete sentence. Cross out the fragment (incomplete set of words).

The snow is cold and white.  cold and white

______________________________  

oration

 □ Have you ever played in the snow?
 □ Tell what you know about snow.
 □ Name some things you can do in the snow.
 □ Name some things you cannot do in the winter.
Answers will vary.

The snow is cold and white.
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yoUr tUrn

Circle and color the things you can wear in the snow.

Make an “X” on the things you should not wear in the snow.
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illUstrate

Draw and color a favorite scene from the story.




